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After working with Goodwill, Jeremy is proud of
the career opportunities he achieved.
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Goodwill Success Story

Goodwill exists to help people see possibilities, seize opportunities and prosper.
Here, it's not about finding a job—it's about starting down the path to something

greater.
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Meet Jeremy

Good Jobs But Wanting to Achieve More

Jeremy held a number of jobs – good jobs – throughout his career. First as a
teacher, then a mortgage and insurance professional. But he knew he could
achieve more for himself, and his family, if he just found the right opportunity.

Reaching a Career Ceiling

"I was wanting to add on to my resume because I felt I had reached my ceiling
at work. I was trying to find different ways to get more training and find a

different route to move forward in my career," he said.

Enrolling in a Training Program

That career-boosting training is exactly what he found at Goodwill, where he
enrolled in a Systems Analyst class in the advanced IT training program. He

was grateful the classes were in the evenings so he could commit a few hours
to training after work each day while his wife worked from home with their

children. He immediately dove in, looking to take advantage of every
opportunity he could.

Hands-On Coding Instruction

"I've taken training in the past, but this was different. We were hands-on with
coding, and they linked us up with people working in the industry on live

projects," he said. "One of the biggest things was it gave me an opportunity to
be a project lead for one of the programs we were testing. I'd never had an

opportunity to have a leadership role on a project and that was really pivotal."

IT Training Programs

Through partnerships with local employers, Goodwill University training
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programs provide skills and qualifications that are in demand, and, yes, even
during the pandemic. In fact, more than 350 people completed advanced IT

training programs through Goodwill in 2020.

Paid Internships

For those who weren't working like Jeremy, Goodwill partnered with the City of
Charlotte and Carolina Softech to offer a paid internship in the IT program for
the first time. This, coupled with the hands-on approach to training, allowed all
participants to boost their knowledge and resumes while continuing to make

ends meet.

Help from a Career Navigator

The coaching support of a career navigator is also a critical piece, Jeremy said,
especially through the emotional roller coaster that is the job search process.
Having someone in his corner, who knew his goals and worth, helped Jeremy

persevere.

Supportive Through the Rejection Letters

"Those trials and tribulations of job hunting can be hard. I went on probably 30
interviews. There were times I got to the fourth or fifth round after doing
assessments and meeting people, just to be told they were going with a

different candidate," he said. "Being told 'no' so many times – I didn't let that
deter me. I knew the direction I wanted to go in to grow and excel, so I just kept
swinging and my coach, David, was there through the whole process. He was a
great rock for me through all of it, motivating me and telling me to keep pushing

to get my opportunity."

Landing the Dream Job

By November, he finally found a role that gives him just that – opportunity. He's
now a Business Analyst, with a salary he's proud of, and will relocate to

Asheville when they return to in-person work.
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Gaining Confidence in Himself

"I'm elated. It's almost too good to be true! I'm not used to great things like this
coming to me," he said. "I had to overcome a lot of hurdles and challenges and

I finally got my 'yes' so I'm going to do everything I can to prove myself."

No Student Loans

Because Goodwill's training programs are offered at no cost to participants,
Jeremy isn't having to allocate his pay bump to student debt. Instead, he's able
to use his salary increase to invest in what matters most - his family - especially

now that they're a party of five with the addition of his baby daughter, Rory.

Upward Mobility for the Whole Family

"Opportunities like this are generational changes for people's families. It's really
changing the plight of a whole family by giving this level of training and pursuing
these types of careers. With Goodwill helping me move forward in IT, I'm doing

a lot better than a lot of people in my family. We all have an education, even
some advanced degrees, but this career path is setting me up for even more

and it's amazing."

Start Something Greater with Goodwill

Goodwill can be the first step on your path to achieving something greater.
Learn more about our free job training and career services.

LEARN MORE
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Copyright © 2021 Goodwill, All right reserved.
You received this email because you are subscribed to our list from Goodwill.

Our mailing address is:
Goodwill Industries of the Southern Piedmont

P. O. Box 668768
Charlotte, NC 28266
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